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Welcome to the first edition of
the Chisankho Newsletter this
year. This newsletter has been
produced in
line
with
the
Communications strategy 2015-19.
This will be a quarterly publication
but on exceptional circumstances
we will be coming up with special
editions.
MEC has undertaken several
initiatives for sharing information
within and outside. We have
improved internal mailing system,
established social media platforms
like Facebook, Twitter, Blog and
also a Whatsapp group.
This newsletter comes in to
complement
all
the
above
initiatives to ensure that all MEC
employees at all levels are kept
informed of what is happening and
is being planned within the
Commission. The Commission has
adopted
the
electoral
cycle
approach to elections management
which means a lot of activities will
be taking place in run up to 2019.
We intend to maintain what we
have started but that will need
support of all staff and readers. In
this edition we have covered
activities since last by-elections up
to February this month. Be free to
send your feedback and articles to
the editorial team through email
media@mec.org.mw.
Enjoy your reading

Sangwani Mwafulirwa
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Message from the Chief
D Elections Officer
ear All,

It is gratifying to welcome you all to 2016
through this newsletter. This year looks
promising with a loaded diary. The
Commission has adopted the cycle approach
to elections management which means
preparations for the elections in 2019 start
now.
The Commission is in a partnership with the
National Registration Bureau, who intends to
conduct civic registration of citizens. MEC will
benefit from this exercise by tapping from their
database for the biometric details of voter
registrants. A task force was set and it has
been meeting for a number of months. We
expect things to start moving on the ground
soon. When time comes, MEC staff will need
to support this cause whenever their various
expertise will be needed.
MEC also intends to conduct a thorough
demarcation exercise. As you are aware, the
law requires that we review constituency
boundaries every five years but the last
exercise was in 1998. Because of this, over
years a number of discrepancies have crept
in. We have constituencies which are too big
and others which are proportionately small.
For example, the largest constituency in terms
of registered voters is Lilongwe City Central
with 126,115 while the smallest is Likoma
Islands with 6,933 voters. We need to correct
this to ensure that there is almost equal
population.
The financial situation is tough. The
withdrawal of donors on budget support has
also affected us. We draw our funding from
the Treasury. We will need to be innovative
and come up with cost-cutting measures to
survive. If we all join hands in this cause we will
make it. Let us be economical and prudent
with whatever resource we are entrusted to
manage. We will explore new funding sources
at the same time maximizing our uptake from

the existing partners. We are grateful for the
European Union who have always supported us
outside the basket fund.
You might also be aware of the Electoral
Reforms Task Force which is co-chaired by MEC
through Commissioner Ambassador Rev Dr
Emmanuel Chinkwita-Phiri, who is also chairperson
of the Electoral Service Committee. The Task Force
has made good progress and now the reports
have been submitted to the Law Commission to
come up with the final discussion paper and draft
bills. There is good will and commitment from all
stakeholders to see to it that the Law Commission is
supported financially to finish the task in time.
I pray you have a wonderful time as you read
this newsletter. Know that your feedback and
ideas on how we can improve it are highly
appreciated.
God bless you

Willie Kalonga
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MEC presents 2014 elections report
to State President
MEC chairman, Justice Mbendera Sc (left) presenting the report to the State President, Professor Arthur Peter Mutharika

M

EC Commissioners on Tuesday,
January 12, 2016 had an audience
with the state president, Professor Arthur
Peter Mutharika to officially present the
report for the May 2014 Tripartite
Elections.
Section 6 of the Electoral
Commission
Act
provides
that
“Provided that for the purpose only of
accountability, the Commission shall be
answerable, and report directly to the
President on the overall fulfillment of
the powers and functions of the
Commission”.
Since this was the first meeting of
the Commission and the President since
the elections of May 2014 the
Commission also took the opportunity to
appraise him on some of the major
activities
and
achievements
the
Commission has registered since Prof
Mutharika ascendance to power.
Highlighting the achievements, MEC
chairman, Justice Maxon Mbendera SC
said that the Commission has managed
to conduct three sets of by-elections to
fill 15 seats that fell vacant for various
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reasons.
And on this Justice Mbendera
expressed gratitude to the government
for the commitment shown to the
democratization process of this country
through the provision of funds to ensure
that the people were represented at all
times.
The MEC chairman also mentioned
that the lessons learnt in the preparation
and the actual implementation of the
elections were very valuable as we
prepare for 2019 elections.
“After the elections, as we prepare
for
the
2019
elections,
the
Commissioners have been exposed to
various capacity building programmes.
They are now very well versed in
matters of elections.
“We have been trained in Voter
Registration. We now know the various
systems that are available worldwide
and we can competently select and
implement
a
biometric
Voter
Registration System with ease,” he said.
He added that Commissioners had
been thoroughly trained in the area of
4

Civic Education Programmes and that
they were able to draw programmes that
reach out to the people with maximum
impact.
“Your Excellency might be pleased
to learn that in the 2014 Tripartite
Elections, null and void votes accounted
for only 1.09% of the total votes cast.
Internationally, 3% is acceptable for null
and void votes. Therefore 1.09% is the
envy of the World. This is a record in
Africa and beyond.
This, Your
Excellency, is attributed to the training
Commissioners have been receiving,”
said the MEC chairman.
The Commission also appraised the
State President on the ward and
constituency
demarcation
exercise
which the Commission will embark on
this year and possibly conclude next
year.
The MEC chairman said the absence
of demarcation for the past three
elections has created malapportionment
due to changes in demographics over the
years which has resulted in some
(Continued on page 5)
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The State President (seated middle) with MEC Commissioners, Justice Minister and State House staff after the report presentation
(Continued from page 4)

constituencies being unnecessarily large
and others comparatively too small.
The Commission will be working
with the National Statistical Office
(NSO), Ministry of Local Government
and other government agencies to
achieve
this
objective.
The
Commonwealth Secretariat has also
agreed to provide technical assistance.
The President was also informed that
the Commission will embark on
biometric voter registration to eliminate
the challenges that were faced with the
voters‟ roll.
MEC will be working with the
National Registration Bureau in order to
rationalize the use of scarce public
resources by avoiding duplication of
efforts. The Commission will be a
major beneficiary from the National ID
project since identification of eligible
persons to register will be very easy and
less contentious.
On electoral reforms, the MEC
chairman informed the President that the
task force had completed consultations
on electoral reforms with various
stakeholders and will now handover the
reports to the Law Commission to
develop final report and draft bills for

electoral reforms.
The proposed election reform issues
are founded on issues raised by grass
root voices.
The Task Force has
collected, integrated and analyzed these
issues through various consultative and
expert groups, as well as a peer review
mechanism.
In his speech, the State President
said he was delighted to receive the
report from the Commission pursuant to
the constitutional as well as statutory
mandate conferred on the Electoral
Commission by the law.
The State President Professor Arthur
Peter Mutharika congratulated the
Commission for organising and managing
the 2014 Tripartite Elections as well as the
subsequent by-elections.
“The conduct of the recent by-elections
does indeed show that your Commission
has come of age and has acquired the
relevant experience in managing elections.
“I would therefore, like to assure you
that my government is ready and willing to
offer the support to your Commission in
the discharge of its legal mandate,” said
the State President.
The President said he was fully
aware of and had followed the
discussion on electoral reforms but
5

cautioned that change in the law alone
could not deliver the desired results.
“Mr. Chairman, as your Commission
champions the changes to the electoral
law, I would like to draw your attention
to the fundamental constitutional
principle that all laws enacted in this
country must reflect the wishes of the
people of Malawi. Your Commission
must therefore, resist the temptation of
proposing reforms as a response to
sectoral complaints as opposed to a real
and genuine national concern.
“My appeal therefore is that all the
Stakeholders involved in this reform
process must make sensible and
reasonable proposals that are workable
and practical,” said the President.
The State President also urged the
Commission to put in place proper systems
and mechanisms to ensure that sufficient
preparations are made for the 2019
elections.
“For this reason, I would like to urge
your Commission to ensure that the voters
roll is cleaned and properly updated.
Sufficient and thorough preparations now
offer the best hope to the country that the
Commission shall deliver credible
elections results in 2019,” said the
JAN—MAR 2016 ISSUE 001
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Malawi shares Situation Room experience with Zambia
the tail end of collating key areas
that need to be reformed in
preparation of our next elections.
“This process was done with
stakeholders

drawn

government,

civil

from

society

and

development

partners.

The

collaboration

enriched

the

product and has enhanced the
ownership of the findings we will
be tabling for finalization,” he said.
He added: “I am optimistic that
there are a number of things to
Justice Mbendera SC (r ) with Comm Dr Emily Sikazwe of Electoral Commission of Zambia

F

rom 11th to 14th of February,
2016 the MEC chairman led a

delegation to Zambia to share
experiences of the Situation Room
project which was implemented
during the May 2014 elections
here.
Zambia

is

preparing

for

elections on 11th August, 2016 and

Open

Society

Initiative

for

Southern Africa (OSISA) intends to
implement the same project in
partnership

with

electoral

stakeholders in Zambia

The Election Situation Room

Malawi to implement this project
in Malawi under the banner of
Malawi

Election

Information

Centre.
Commenting on the invitation

share with them and also to learn
from them. The Election Situation
Room in Malawi had three critical
components,
reporting
cycle,

namely,

the

voter

whole

citizen
electoral

verification

and

collection of data on Election Day.

to present the Malawi case on the

All these three initiatives were

Situation Room project, Justice

anchored on a strong ICT platform

Mbendera SC said it symbolized

that

the growing trust that electoral

verification of data”.

bodies in the SADC had in the

enabled

collection

and

Justice Mbendera said Malawi

Malawi Electoral Commission in

will

the management of elections.

chosen to go with the Situation

“The

invitation

to

share

Malawi’s experience comes at a
very crucial moment as we reach

always

be

glad

to

have

Room Innovation during the May
2014 Tripartite Elections.
(Continued on page 7)

(ESR) is an initiative that provides a
platform

where

Civil

Society

Organisations (CSOs) collaborate
on

elections

observation,

monitoring, rapid response and
proactive advocacy.
This

form

of

collaboration

makes efficient use of resources
and enhances CSO members’
capabilities

to

transparent, fair

ensure

a

and peaceful

tripartite election.
OSISA

supported
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Deputy CEO, Harris Potani (right) joins MEC chairman during plenary
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MEC signs MOU with Workers
Union on collective bargaining

Dzinyemba (left) and Kalonga show the signed collective bargaining agreement

T

he
Malawi
Electoral
Commission (MEC) and the
MEC Workers’ Union have made
their commitment to work together
for the improvement and progress
of the organization and the
employees.
This commitment has been
made through the signing of a
collective bargaining agreement
which clarifies the role of the
workers union and the matters they

can intervene on.
The signing of the agreement
took place at the MEC head office
on Tuesday, February 2, 2016 and
was witnessed by the Commercial
Allied Workers Union Secretary
General and Blantyre District Labour
Officer.
In his remarks, MEC Chief
Elections Officer, Mr Willie Kalonga
said the agreement would be used
to move the organization forward

(Continued from page 6)

stakeholders come together in a

“We started something that has
opened the space for more active

common spirit of cooperation as
opposed to fault-finding.

citizenship in elections; something

“The platform does not take

that allows us to tap into various

away your distinctive roles and

expertise

of

function of various actors but

is

ensures that you leverage on each

responsive to our changing times

other’s strength. The situation room

without compromising the integrity

as

of

information; its primary function is

elections;

in

the

something

democratic

finally,

conduct
that

processes;

something

that

and

inspires

confidence,” he said.

it

collects

and

collates

to assist in fixing the problems.
“So, it is crucial and important

He also tipped the delegates

to secure buy in and collaboration

that an election situation room

with

works

mandated electoral management

effectively

if

all

key

the

EMB

as

7
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legally
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and also by the workers’ union to
mould the expected work behavior
and attitudes from the employees.
“We
commend
everyone
involved for their openness and
commitment as we forge for a
productive working relationship. I
hope that this agreement will help
bring sanity amongst employees in
terms of abiding to the conditions
of service,” he said.
In her remarks General Secretary
for Commercial Allied Workers
Union, Mrs Mary Dzinyemba said the
signing of the agreement had
strengthened
the
partnership
between MEC and its Workers’
Union.
She said that the agreement
would give direction to the union as
to how it will be handling its affairs
with the organization.
“This is a great sign of MEC’s
commitment in recognizing the
workers’ rights, and this will go a
long way in providing good working
environment for MEC employees,”
she said.
Also present was Blantyre District
Labour Officer, Mr. Frank Adini who
thanked MEC for signing the
agreement as it had come at a
time when a lot organizations are
struggling to honour workers’ rights.
This is the first time that MEC is
signing the collective bargaining
agreement. Workers Union at MEC
was established in 2012.
body. The situation room cannot

and must not detract from the
electoral

commission’s

constitutional

and

legal

mandate,” he explained.
Zambia last went to the poll on
January 20, 2015 to elect a state
president following the death of
the

incumbent

then,

Michael

Chilufya Sata on October 28, 2014.
The
Commission
represented

Malawi
will
by

Electoral
also

Deputy

be
Chief

Elections Officer (operations), Mr
Harris Potani and Director of ICT,
Mr Muhabi Chisi.
JAN—MAR 2016 ISSUE 001
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NECOF reflects on electoral reforms
T

he
National
Elections
Consultative Forum (NECOF) is
a platform where MEC consults with
stakeholders on relevant issues
concerning the management and
delivery of elections.
Participants to the NECOF
include Secretaries General and
Directors of Elections of political
parties, civil society organizations,
development partners, traditional
leaders, government ministries and
agencies and representatives of
traditional leaders.
With the reform issues topping
the
elections
agenda,
the
Commission on November 13, 2015
organised a NECOF meeting at
Victoria Hotel in Blantyre to reflect
on the progress.
During the NECOF meeting,
Chairperson
of
the
Electoral
Services
of
the
Commission,
Commissioner
Ambassador
Reverend Dr Emmanuel ChinkwitaPhiri presented an update to the
participants.
Before the presentation on the
electoral
reforms,
the
MEC
chairman,
Justice
Maxon
Mbendera SC gave a report to the
Necof on activities that have been
implemented
since
the
last
meeting.
The MEC Chairman gave an
update on the fire that gutted the
MEC warehouse in Lilongwe on 15th
July, 2014. He said the Commission
engaged the police to carry out
CHISANKHO
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investigations on the cause of the
fire but their preliminary report ruled
out arson.
The MEC Chairman also gave
an update on the implementation
of a Biometric Voter Registration
(BVR) system ahead of the 2019
elections.
He
said
UNDP
hired
a
consultant, Africore, to conduct a
feasibility study on implementation
of the BVR system and it was
recommended that MEC should
collaborate with the National
Registration
Bureau
(NRB)
in
coming up with a reliable National
Population Register from which the
MEC would then extract its voters’
register.

In support of this the Director of
the NRB, Mr Peter Chitedze also
made a presentation to the
audience explaining the planned
activities for national registration
and how MEC will benefit.
The forum was also informed
that in line with the electoral cycle
approach, the Commission had
implemented several trainings to
build capacity of stakeholders
ahead of 2019 elections.
These were Building Capacity in
Democracy
and
Governance
(BRIDGE) courses on Electoral
Technology,
Financial
and
Strategic
Planning,
Electoral
Systems, Gender and Elections,
Electoral
Dispute
Resolution,
Elections
and
Boundary
Delimitation modules.
All these topics were chosen to
address a particular deficiency
experienced during the May 2014
elections.
The
MEC
Chairman
also
expressed concern on the leakage
of the draft investigative audit
report by the Internal Audit
Committee of the Ministry of
Finance.
He said the leaked draft was
incomplete as it did not include
responses from the Commission
management. To that effect the
MEC has written the Secretary to
the Treasury to expedite the whole
process and have the final report
released.

Quotable quote
“Elections are vitally important,
but make no mistake: elections
cannot be the only moment for
citizens to shape their future.
People must be able to engage
with their government and with
their fellow citizens in political
discussion and debate not just
on Election Day, but every day.”
8

U.S. Secretary of State, John
Kerry, October 2015

COLUMN

What is an electoral cycle?
W

elcome to Steps Towards
2019. In this column we will
be discussing issues from an
electoral cycle perspective as we
make steps towards 2019.
In the aftermath of the May 20
tripartite polls, the Commission
announced adoption of an
electoral cycle to elections
management.
Since
then
electoral cycle” has become a
buzzword at every meeting
discussing electoral issues. But
what is an electoral cycle?
The electoral cycle stretches
far beyond activities undertaken
on Election Day. It encompasses
a whole series of activities and
processes leading up to an
election, which also includes
the time between and after
elections. The electoral
cycle
appreciates
elections
as
continuous
processes
rather
than
isolated
events.
The
cycle
is
divided in three
main periods: the
pre-electoral
period,
the
electoral period and
the
post-electoral
period. Each period
has specific activities
which
the
electoral
management body and its
stakeholders are supposed to
undertake.
However,
some
activities may still be ongoing
when activities related to the
subsequent
electoral
cycle
commence. Some activities like
voter education cut across the
whole cycle and are, therefore, to
be considered ongoing activities
throughout all three periods.
For the Malawi scenario, at the
moment we are in the post-

elections period and
some of the activities
the Commission has
been
undertaking
include post-mortems
of the May 2014
elections,
legal
review, auditing and
electoral dispute resolution. Soon
we
will
be embarking on
demarcation.
Notably, the electoral cycle
has no fixed starting or ending
points, so it may be said that one
cycle ends when another begins.
But the length of the cycle
depends on the period elections
are
conducted. In
Malawi
it is

once
every
five years so we
have a five year cycle.
The advantage of the cycle
approach is that it gives more
time
for
preparation
and
reflections.
Elections
are
composed of a number of
integrated building blocks which
are
inter-dependent,
and
therefore the breakdown of one

9

aspect (for example failing to
conduct voter registration on
time) can negatively impact on
any
subsequent
activity
including on the credibility of
the election itself. In some cases
can even result in shifting of
dates for elections.
With the cycle approach
there is more time to conduct
reviews and implement them
before the next elections. The
Commission will have more time
to
experiment
with
latest
technologies on the market that
can help offer better elections.
In the run up to the May 2014
elections, the Commission
wanted
to
adopt
a
biometric voter registration
system
but
this
was
postponed because there
was not adequate time to
sample the technologies,
recruit and train people to
operate the equipment.
The other advantage of the
cycle approach is that it
provides room for funding to
flow
and
spread
budget
demand over a number of
years. This reduces strain on
national budget unlike when
the whole funding for the
elections is expected to come
from one financial year. Since
electoral activities are spread
across the whole period, they
(activities) are subject to a
better scrutiny and attention by
the
stakeholders
which
increases level of transparency
leading to confidence in the
process.
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MEC conducts Parliamentary and
two were women.

One woman

contested in Zomba Chisi and the
other in Ngala Ward. Mtope Ward
had no female contestant.
To ensure good voter turnout
MEC conducted meetings with
traditional

leaders

and

their

subjects and also deployed public
mobilization teams with loudhailers.
MEC also placed messages on
various radio stations encouraging
people to show up for polling in
large numbers.
Polling
December
MEC chairman signing off the proof of a ballot paper for by-elections

took
22,

place
2015

on

with

no

logistical hiccup that could have
resulted in delays or extension of

On

Act,
December

22,

registered

2015

voters

in

Zomba Chisi Constituency, Mtope

the

Commission

had

to

polling

period.

Out

of

67,557

conduct by-elections to fill the

registered voters, 16,126 turned up

vacancies.

for

Preparations

for

the

by-

polling

representing

23.87

percent.

Ward in Mchinji West Constituency

elections began on November 21,

The highest percentage voter

and Ngala Ward in Lilongwe Msozi

2015 with stakeholders meetings

turnout was 36.56 registered in

North Constituency trekked to their

held in all the three electoral areas

Zomba Chisi Constituency while

polling stations to elect their MP and

to launch the by-lections and brief

the lowest was 13.88 in Ngala

councilors respectively.

stakeholders

Ward.

The vacancy in Zomba Chisi
arose because of the death of Hon.
Peter

Chizalo

the

electoral

calendar.

The

followed and ran from November

September 23, 2015. In the same

26 to 30, 2015. During this period,

way in Mtope Ward it was because

the Commission registered 2,368

of the death of Councillor John

(1,115 men and 1,253 women) first-

Msumatiza on July 26, 2015.

time

bringing

the

number of registered voters to
67,557 from 65,189 registered in

fell vacant because the holder, Mr

2014.

resigned

on

A total of 10 nomination papers

personal grounds on September 8,

were presented on December 1,

2015. This is the first time a vacancy

2015

has risen because of resignation.

Officers. Six candidates presented

Pursuant to section 32(2) of the
Parliamentary

and

Presidential

Elections Act and Section 23(2) of
the

Local

Government

CHISANKHO
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turnout

was

less

total

in

Khomba,

Ward

voters

Lilongwe Msozi North Constituency
Misheck

Ngala

voter

Then update of the voters’ roll

on

However,

Mangulenje

on

through

the

Returning

in Zomba Chisi Constituency and
two candidates in each of the two
wards of Mtope and Ngala.
Out of the 10 candidates, only

10

MEC chairman

ELECTIONS

d Local Government By-elections
satisfactory if compared to the turn
out in the by-elections held on
August

25,

2015

whereby

the

average voter turnout was 25.87
percent.
The results announcement took
place in Blantyre at Mt Soche Hotel
on December 23, 2015 and saw
Democratic

Progressive

candidate,
Botomani

Mark
taking

Party
Michael

Zomba

Chisi

constituency with 3,019 votes.
Auleriano Kalemba took Mtope
ward with 2,444 votes while Master
Rodgers Chazama grabbed Ngala

A training session for presiding officers delivered by MEC staff

Ward with 1,381ballots. Both were
candidates of Malawi Congress
Party.
In his results declaration speech,
MEC

Chairman,

Justice

Maxon

Mbendera SC said the low voter
turnout trend was of concern to
the Commission and reiterated the
need for a thorough research to
look into the structural causes for
this.
“We

need

to

go

to

the

electorate and hear what makes

cannot take part in by-elections,

them not to show up in good

what elections will they participate

numbers for polling as they do

in?

during campaign rallies,” he said.
The December 22 by-elections
also

showed

dwindling

“Do we still need their existence
in the political parties register or we
should

find

a

formula

of

participation of political parties.

deregistering such parties so that

With over 50 registered political

we remain with the active ones?

parties only three contested.

There is a debate around this and I

During the Tripartite Elections
only

19

political

contribute to the conclusion of the

parties participated

said

whilst

Mbendera.

five

contested

parties
in

discussion,”

Said

Justice

the

It was also observed that there

October 8, 2014 by-

was reduced competition in Local

elections.

Government Elections as only two

The

August 25, 2015 by-

parties

elections saw seven

independent candidates. In the

political

August 25, 2015 by-elections that

parties

contested

with

no

taking part.

took place in five wards, four of the

“Now the number of

wards had six candidates while

parties contesting is

one had five candidates.

at 3. This is raising
questions that;
party

(in suit) with MEC staff and presiding officers for Zomba Chisi constituency

hope the scenario here will also

elections to be held after the 20

cannot

May, 2014 Tripartite Elections. Other

the

by-elections were held on August

contest

in

national

elections,

11

This was the third set of by-

if a

25, 2015 and October 8, 2014.
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REFORMS

oon after the May 2014
Tripartite
Elections,
the
Malawi Electoral Commission
conducted
post-elections
review meetings with stakeholders
in all 35 councils in the country to
reflect on the Tripartite Elections.
The consultations were attended
by leaders of all political parties,
civil
society
organizations,
traditional leaders and government
officials
at
council
level.
Participants to the meetings were
asked three things: to mentions
things that went on well, that did
not go well and propose how they
should be improved in the next
elections.
The Commission decided to go
to the councils to give an
opportunity to councils to highlight
challenges specific to their areas
which may not be considered if the
postmortems
were
done
at
national level only.
The review meetings unearthed
rich
ideas
and
information,
observations
and
recommendations which laid the
foundation for the scope of
electoral reforms.
The Malawi Electoral Support
Network (MESN) conducted a
national
post-elections
review
conference in Lilongwe followed by
three regional dialogue meetings in
the Northern, Central and Southern
regions.
There
were
also
many
stakeholders that also voiced their
opinion on the conduct of the 2014
elections and advocating the need
for change on how we do manage
some
aspects
of
elections
processes so that we can improve
future polls.
To ensure that the reforms were
implemented in a coordinated
manner, interested stakeholders
met together led by MEC and
MESN to form a task force on
electoral reforms.
This also gave the taskforce the
opportunity to benefit from the
expertise and advice of the multisectoral stakeholders. Experience
CHISANKHO
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Electoral Reforms: t
Participants to the first national conference on electoral reforms held on December 11 to 12, 2014

had shown that similar initiatives
failed in the past because relevant
stakeholders were not engaged
and involved from the inception
stage.
The members of the task force
include
Malawi
Electoral
Commission
(MEC),
Malawi
Electoral Support Network (MESN),
Public Affairs Committee (PAC),
Centre for Multiparty Democracy
(CMD), National Initiative for Civic
Education (NICE), NGO Gender
Coordination Network (NGO GCN),
Ministry
of
Justice
and
Constitutional Affairs, Malawi Law
Commission, Malawi Human Rights
Commission, Ministry of Local
Government
and
Rural
Development,
United
Nations
Development Program (UNDP) and
National Democratic Institute (NDI).
MEC and MESC are co-chairs.
First national conference
The task force met several times
to strategise on propelling forward
the reforms agenda. A national
conference on electoral reforms
was held on December 11 to 12,
2014 in Lilongwe. The conference
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was opened by Hon Bright Msaka
SC in his capacity as vicechairperson
of
the
Cabinet
Committee on Parliamentary and
Legal Affairs.
This meeting was held with
financial support from the DFID and
participants
included
political
parties,
traditional
leaders,
development partners, civil society
organisations,
government
departments and the media.
The
national
conference
provided an opportunity for the
taskforce to share what had been
gathered through the public
consultations. There were also
presentations
by
experts
on
selected
thematic
areas
of
electoral reforms.
Technical working groups,
expert reference group & thematic
areas
From the national conference,
participants proposed individuals to
form technical working groups. The
technical working groups were
formed
around
four
themes;
electoral systems, legal framework,
election management and civic

ELECTORAL

Co-chair of task force Comm Chinkwita-Phiri with Hon Bright Msaka , Deputy
Chairperson of Cabinet Committee on Legal and Parliamentary Affairs

REFORMS

MEC chairman with UN resident rep, Mia Seppo after the
handover of the electoral reforms to Law Commission

the journey travelled so far
and Voter education.
The technical working groups
looked into the proposed reforms in
their thematic area, conducted
research and came up with
suggestions which were bounced
with the expert reference group.
The expert reference group
comprised various
experts
in
relevant electoral reform areas like
elections,
civic
and
voter
education,
legal
and
public
administration. This group was
reference point for the technical
working groups and looked at the
reforms in a holistic way.
While a technical working group
concentrated on its thematic area,
the
expert
reference
group
considered all the four areas.
Matters approved by the expert
reference group were pushed to
the task force.
Developing Electoral Reforms
Issues Paper
The task force engaged five
consultants to refine the document
that was produced by the experts
reference group into an issues and
recommendations paper.

To date, the Task Force has
been selling this document to
stakeholders for their buy in.
The proposed election reforms
issues are founded on issues raised
by grass root voices the Task Force
has collected, integrated and
analyzed the reforms through
various consultative and expert
groups, as well as a peer review
mechanism.

Hand over to Law Commission
The Task Force handed over all
reports of all activities done so far
to the Law Commission on
January 29, 2016 at a function
held in Lilongwe. The Law
Commission will compile the final
narrative report and draft bills that
will be passed on the Ministry of
Justice to be presented to
Parliament.

Law Commissioner, Gertrude Hiwa with co-chairs of the task force Commissioner
Chinkwita-Phiri and Steve Duwa at the handover
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MEC gets Golden Key Award second time

T

he Malawi Electoral Commission
has again been given the Golden
Key award as the Most Open and
Transparent Public Institution in

Malawi.
The award is given by the Media
Institute of Southern Africa (MISA Malawi)
as part of the commemoration of the World
Right to Know Day which falls on
September 28 every year.
MEC was identified after MISA Malawi
had conducted a study to measure the most
open and transparent public institution in
Malawi. The research also measured the
most secretive public institution based on
citizen‟s access to information they hold.
The
study
involved
sending
questionnaires, critiquing websites for
usefulness and relevance; and making
written and oral requests for information
under the guise of media students seeking
information for their studies.
When the research is completed, MISA
Malawi awards a Golden Key Award to the
„Most Open Public Institution‟ and a Golden
Padlock Award to the “Most Secretive
Public Institution‟.
This is the second time running the
Malawi Electoral Commission (MEC) is
getting the Golden Key Award. The
Commission also won the award the first
time in 2014. MISA Malawi started giving
the award in 2009.
The announcement of the award was
made at Malawi Sun Hotel in Blantyre on
Wednesday, September 30, 2015, MISA
Malawi Chairperson, Thom Khanje.
However, the symbolic presentation of the
award and certificate was made alongside
the National Elections Consultative Forum
(NECOF) meeting held on November 13 at
Victoria Hotel in Blantyre.

MISA Malawi Chairman, Thom Khanje hands over the certificate to MEC Chairman while
Commissioner Tembo shows the miniature

Speaking during the presentation,
Khanje observed that MEC had been
responding well to request for information
and also had a functioning website and
associated social media platforms which
were being updated regularly to keep the
public informed.
In his acceptance speech for the award,
MEC Chairman, Justice Maxon Mbendera
SC said he felt greatly honoured to get the
award again despite the stiff competition
that was out there.
“We feel proud that MISA recognised
our efforts and endevours to build an
informed electorate and all stakeholders.
MEC remains the only organisation to grab
this award twice consecutively since MISA
started giving the award in 2009.
“On behalf of the Commission I wish to
make an undertaking that we will continue
with the best practices in line with section
37 of the Republican Constitution that
guarantees the right to information for every
citizen,” he said.
The Chairman said even in the absence
of the Access to Information legislation, as a
matter of best practice, MEC needed to
provide all the information people requested
because there was nothing to hide.
“We are here to serve the nation and
therefore no room to keep information
needed by the nation to ourselves. The
absence of the subsidiary access to
information legislation does not take away
the right to information guaranteed by the
Constitution.
“The Commission works for the people

2015 Golden Key Award certificate
C H I S A N K H O
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of Malawi as such we will employ all
communication strategies to ensure that we
keep the Malawi citizenry informed about
what is happening at the Commission,”
promised Justice Mbendera SC.
In 2015, a total of 10 institutions were
sampled and these included Blantyre City
Assembly, Blantyre Water Board, Central
Medical Stores Trust, Department of
Disaster Management Affairs, National
Aids Commission (MEC), Ministry of
Local
Government
and
Rural
Development, Ministry of Industry and
Trade as well as the Ministry of
Agriculture,
Irrigation
and
Water
Development.

2014 Golden Key Award trophy

COURTS

High Court dismisses 3 election cases

T

he High Court sitting in
Blantyre on January 19, 2016
has
dismissed
a
case
by
independent
candidate
for
Limbuli Ward in Mulanje in which
he petitioned the court to
overturn a determination of the
Commission.
Derek Eliya Safari contested in
the 2014 Local Government
Elections in the ward as an
independent
candidate,
however, he was disqualified after
polling had already taken place.
MEC was presented with
evidence that Safari was an exconvict therefore he was not
eligible to contest in the first
place.
By the time he was disqualified
preliminary results had already
showed that he was leading in the
ward
and
the
Commission
declared his runner up as winner
in the ward.
Dissatisfied with the decision,
Safari petitioned the court to
overturn the decision of the
Commission and to declare him
winner in the Local Government
Elections for Limbuli Ward as he
was leading in the vote count.
And on January 19, 2016 the
Assistant Registrar of the High
Court, Simeon Mdeza dismissed
Safari’s petition on the ground of
inordinate and inexcusable delay
by him in setting down the matter
for hearing.
This development brings to
three, the total number of
electoral cases that have been
dismissed by the High Court in
2016 alone.
On January 12, 2016 the High
Court in Lilongwe also dismissed a
case in which Anna Mpinda
Kankwenda challenged the results
of Mchinji North Constituency
citing irregularities in the vote
counting process.
On the same day the Court
also dismissed a petition by Bertha
Zilemba who challenged the
results of the 2014 Parliamentary
Elections in Kasungu North East

citing irregularities in the vote
counting process.
During the May 20, 2014
elections, MEC received 360
complaints of which only 26
ended up in court. The rest were
resolved through the Complaints
Handling Unit of the Commission.
Out of the 26 cases, nine Cases
have been dismissed with costs in
favour of MEC while 10 cases
were
withdrawn
by
mutual
consent. Only one case is still in
court awaiting judgment and six
cases are still in the High Court
waiting for hearing. There are 2
cases that are in the Supreme
Court of Appeal.

COMPLAINANT: Derek Eliya Safari

What the standing practice direction says
In 2009, the Chief Justice issued a
practice direction abridging the
time periods in cases of elections
petitions and complaints. It has
the following steps:
1.Affidavit
in
Response
to
Application: Within seven days of
the date of service of an
application on the respondent, or
on the Attorney General as
necessary, the Respondent or the
Attorney General shall file with the
Court and serve on the Applicant
a response with an affidavit where
applicable and with skeleton
arguments.
2. Affidavit in Reply: Within three
days of being served with the
affidavit
in
response,
the
Applicant may file with the Court
and serve on the Respondent or
on the Attorney General as
necessary, an affidavit in reply
with skeleton arguments.
3. Hearing of Application: The High
Court shall hear the application
within three days after the expiry
of the three days allowed for
service of the affidavit in reply.
4. Delivery of Decision of the High
Court : The High Court shall
deliver its decision on the
application within ten days of the
conclusion of the hearing matter.
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5. Where matter is Considered to
be of a Constitutional Nature:
Where the applicant considers his
matter to be of a constitutional
nature requiring certification by
the Chief Justice in accordance
with section 9(3) of the Courts Act,
he
shall
include
with
his
application
a
prayer
such
certification and the Chief Justice
shall decide on the prayer within
twenty-four hours of the time the
prayer was filed with his office.
6.
Interim
Injunctions:
An
application
for
an
interim
injunction in connection with
proceedings of an election
petition
or
other
election
complaint shall be made inter
partes and shall be heard before
a single judge.
7. Appeals to the Supreme Court
of Appeal: An appeal against the
decision of the High Court to the
Supreme Court of Appeal shall be
filed within forty eight hours after
delivery of the decision and the
Supreme Court of Appeal shall
hear the appeal within seven days
of the filing of the appeal and
shall give its decision on the
appeal within seven days of the
conclusion of the appeal hearing.
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We’re on Twitter
@electionsmalawi

We’re on Instagram
@Malawi Electoral
Commission
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We’re on Facebook
Malawi Electoral Commission

